
PRAYERM

Japanese Art for MuslimJapanese Art for Muslim

Arabic Calligraphy

Japanese Paper  -Washi-

Mounting  -Hyougu-

The calligraphy works of Arabic kakejiku are written by famous Japanese calligraphers, 
who love Islamic art.

Washi is a style of paper that was first made in Japan. It is generally tougher than 
ordinary paper made from wood pulp, and is used in many traditional Japanese arts.

The mounting, which is for both decoration and protection of the main work, is called the "hyougu". 
People see the combination of the two as one work of art and appreciate this.
Elegant, gorgeous brocade is used for the kakejiku.
Compared with ordinary frames, hyougu can give a more unique atmosphere to your space.

Basmala

Washi with gold and silver leaves ornamentation.

Approx. H1730mm
              W  725mm

Muhammad
Approx. H1730mm
              W  725mm



You Can Feel Allah Everywhere.

Prayerm
Prayerm Kakejiku is a Japanese art for Muslim in praying.
It can change any praying space beautifully like mosques.

The kakejiku is a Japanese luxury art, a work of calligraphy or a painting 
which is mounted and hung in an alcove or on a wall.

The beauty of kakejiku is that they can be rolled up, which makes them 
compact, portable and easy to store. Moreover the kakejiku is very light and 
easy to handle. You can easily take it with yourself everywhere.

An essential aspect of kakejiku is that they are not intended to be hung 
permanently. They are changed at frequent intervals.
Japanese people enjoy changing painting or calligraphic works depending on 
occasions, guests and the seasons. Part of the pleasure of hanging a kakejiku 
is selecting one that is appropriate for the specific occasions or guests.

Prayerm is the most appropriate kakejiku for Muslim.

- Kakejiku Art for Muslim -

ART NOMURA
We are a kakejiku manufacturer in Japan. 
Every kakejiku is hand-made by our 
skilled and experienced craftmen. After 
many processes, the kakejiku is completed.

More Info: www.nomurakakejiku.com

Kakejiku
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